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Club-Branded Clothing Items
Dave Barton has now placed the order for the club-branded clothing items with the supplier, and
he expects to be able to distribute these at the April Club Night on 3rd April.  

Spring Breakfast Meet and Roadrun - 8th April
Clive has organised a breakfast meet and roadrun for Saturday 8th April.  We will meet up at the 
Orchard View farmshop and cafe at Meadle (satnav HP17 9UG) at 08.30 – 09.00 for a full 
english breakfast (or vegetarian equivalent), followed by a leisurely run through The Chilterns to
Greys Court (RG9 4PG), a National Trust property near Henley-on-Thames, so remember your 
NT membership cards.  Clive has arranged parking at Greys Court for about 8 cars outside the 
house, and there is plenty of car parking in the main car park if we have more than 8 cars.  You 
can either bring a picnic, or enjoy lunch in the tearoom there, if you have any room left over 
from breakfast …...

Chiltern Hills Rally – Sunday 21st May
Hopefully you will have seen my e-mail message about this.  I will be arranging a club stand as I
did last year, and have invited members of our associated clubs to join us on the day.  I will be 
on holiday in Sicily the two weeks immediately before the event, returning on the day before, 
but if the pack of instructions and car passes does not arrive before I go, I will arrange for 
someone to  distribute these in my absence.  I plan to be at the Aylesbury Tuck cafe early on 
Sunday morning for a bacon sarnie and to greet other members who wish to do likewise.  Also 
see Upcoming Events.

My Relationship with MG
You will have seen Brian Deacon's Harper Roscoe TF, and wondered about this rare MG-based 
beast.  Under this new topic for the newsletter he has written about his and Karen's experiences
with this car, and his fascinating article appears below:

MG Ownership and Angoulême – Brian Deacon
I started to write this as my introduction to MG ownership, quickly remembering that I do not 
own an MG!  So why did I purchase a Harper Roscoe, and what is it?  I have always been 
interested in cars, maybe a spin off from my profession as a Licensed Aircraft Engineer.  
However, the only ‘classic’ cars I had owned before were not classics when I owned them (Minis,
Escorts, Cortinas & Granadas back in the 60s and 70s).  During several bar conversations with a 
classic enthusiast friend of mine he told me about the Harper Roscoe Motor Company.  In 1983 
Harper Roscoe, owned by the MG franchise garage in Altringham, was set up to build cars which 
they hoped would sell in competition with the likes of Morgan. The car they chose to build was 
from the USA called a Victor TF 1800.  The American car is an MG 1954 TF chassis with an MGB 
cross member welded into it, fitted with a body made by Victors Antique Autos of New York 
State, this was taken as a direct copy of a 1954 MG TF.  Such an accurate  copy that the body 
panels from an MG TF fit the Harper Roscoe. I am not sure how they got away with such blatant 
plagiarism.  All the running gear, engine and gearbox were MGB.  To help build the first four cars 
an engineer from the USA accompanied the body parts to the UK and assisted with the build.  
Several hundred were built and sold in America but only four were built and sold over here (at 
£12,000 they were expensive and fashions were changing). No further orders were taken and 



the company was liquidated.

The H-R undergoing repaint Karen all packed up and ready to go
I had never seen a Harper Roscoe but the story interested me enough to make occasional 
Google searches of the name.  To  my surprise in 2011 one popped up.  Harper Roscoe number 
3 was being bought back from the South of France to the UK to be sold to fund the owner’s gite 
roof repairs.  Once the car was in Andover, I viewed it and fell in love with it, as did Karen.
 
After driving the car for the first summer I decided it really needed some TLC so over the next 
winter the body was stripped by myself and then sprayed in the original colour by Iver Repair 
Services.  They did a great job and even let me use their workshop to rebuild the car after the 
paint job.  About the same time an overdrive gearbox was fitted, along with new bearing shells 
on the big ends ( a story in itself as this was done with the engine in the car) to improve the oil 
pressure in preparation for some touring in mainland Europe. 

We had visited the Circuit Des Remparts in Angoulême, Charente, several times in our MR2, and 
decided that the Harper was a much more suitable car to take to this classic racing weekend.  
Angoulême was our first long excursion in the Harper and we have now been back three times 
and also been on two Italian trips and one to the Laon Historique.  

   Under-dash wiring being sorted out Only the best B & Bs …..
The Harper is a great cruising car, not fast but lighter than a “real” TF and having more power 
with the 1800 engine.  With careful packing we can take a full spares and tool pack, Karen has 
her feet on the spare alternator,  along with our own clothing for a ten day to two week trip. So 



why is Angoulême one of our favourite destinations so far?  It’s an attractive, hill top town in it’s 
own right and the racing weekend attracts an interesting range of classic exhibits, sometimes 
from private collections. The weekend is split into two events: on Sunday the roads in the town 
are closed for classic car racing around the circuit which was first used in 1939. The sight of 
Bugatti cars and the like racing around the roads is a great spectacle.  The whole town is taken 
over with motoring, classics in every square and street, and a great atmosphere. Karen is bored 
by the racing but finds plenty to do with the exhibits, taking photographs in the pits, making the 
most of various photo opportunities around the town, and sitting in cafés and gardens! The town
also features some good street art including trompe l’oeil wall murals and the range of eateries is
excellent.

On the Saturday the racing is preceded  by the Charente Rally, a 100 odd kilometre route around
the stunning, local countryside to the east of Cognac.  To be an official rally entrant is expensive,
and there’s a restriction on car age etc, but there are as many ‘hangers on’ as there are official 
entrants (the route is published online two days before). Practically every village that the rally 
passes through has scores of people on each junction, sometimes just women in housecoats, 
cheering on the cars and pointing the way to those that look lost.  Even junctions out in the 
countryside are likely to have families in deck chairs enjoying the spectacle.  We sometimes get 
‘face ache’ from smiling back at so many people! Coffee, lunch and tea are all included in the 
official entry package, but the French do not ignore the unofficial cars – at the stops the official 
ones are directed to posh chateau lunches and we are directed into fields with beer tents, BBQs 
etc etc.  It really is an event not to be missed.     
        
Editor's note:  If it looks like an MG, has an MG chassis and drive train, it's an MG in my book!!

Upcoming Events     -Dates For Your Diary

31 March / 2 April - Practical Classics Restoration Show at The  NEC 
 http://www.necrestorationshow.com/

Sunday April 2nd -  Brooklands MG Era Day.  
 This annual event for all MG cars is well worth a visit.  The famous Test Hill will be open, can 
you get up without staying in first gear?  Always a very lively event with hundreds of MGs from 
the earliest models up to the present day.  Gates open at 10:00am and admission includes the 
Brooklands Museum.   The MGC and Y-Type are featured this year.
For further details visit https://www.brooklandsmuseum.com/

Saturday 8th April – Club Breakfast Meet and Run
We meet up at Orchard View Farm, Little Meadle (near Princes Risborough) for breakfast and a 
look around the well-stocked farm shop, then a run through the Chilterns to Greys Court (NT) 
where we hope to park in a reserved area in front of the house.  If it's a fine day, bring a picnic, 
otherwise lunch or afternoon tea in the NT Restaurant there.

Sunday 23rd April from 10.00am -Drive it Day / Bicester Heritage - Sunday Scramble
Five Skinner Trophy points for this one!
 Sunday 7th May – Run to Thames Valley Sports Car Day at Hambleden
Date still uncertain, but could be Sunday 7th or Sunday 21st .   Run through the Chilterns to the 
beautiful village of Hambleden near Henley, and meet up with the Thames Vallay MGF/TF 

http://www.necrestorationshow.com/


Register for a superb location and great selection of Classic Cars.  Bring a picnic, or enjoy the 
BBQ at the Stag & Huntsman pub.

Monday 5th June – Club Night, The five Arrows, Waddesdon at 20.00
We have a visiting speaker on the June Club Night.  This is Phil Hartree, a very successful and 
experienced national and international skydiver, whose achievements include - 9 times National 
Champion in 8-way formation skydiving and 4 times European Champion, 16-way formation 
skydiving.  He is also a world record holder in 106-way formation skydive.  Phil has promised 
that this event will appeal to both ladies and gentlemen, and will include video clips of the sport 
as well as hands on sessions with the equipment, including packing a canopy (parachute for the 
uninitiated, like me!) if there is time and the space!  A Club Night not to be missed!

And Lastly:

…... Seen at the Albert Dock, Liverpool, a very nice (and now very rare) MG 1100.

Adrian Bennett    
   adrian.mg@hotmail.co.uk), 

       Club Secretary
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